Synopsis
(Play It Like It Is). Our matching folio to the historic hard rock album features complete note-for-note transcriptions with tablature. Twelve songs in all: Anything Goes * It's So Easy * Mr. Brownstone * My Michelle * Nightrain * Out Ta Get Me * Paradise City * Rocket Queen * Sweet Child O' Mine * Think About You * Welcome to the Jungle * You're Crazy.
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Customer Reviews
The transcriptions are very detailed and accurate, all the way down to the half step neck bend at the end of "Welcome to the Jungle." Good stuff in you're into GNR.

All the songs from Appetite for Destruction, with detailed transcriptions, song notes and an introduction at the face of the book, lyrics, and more! I also bought THE STYLES AND TECHNIQUES OF SLASH, which was a breakdown of some of the songs from Appetite with a bonus CD. Both are recommendable but this is definitely more straightforward. If you want to learn Gn'R, start there. If you’re already good at guitar, get this book. It’s hard, and takes practice, but the songs are ALL great. Even Think About You is fun to play, and it's my least favorite song on Appetite.

Very Nice Songbook. all songs were transcribed in detail. perhaps the only thing I would ask for is more tips of the sounds of guitars and pedals used in the album. Finally, I do recomend that
songbook for everyone.

Few guitar tab books are as accurately transcribed as this one is which is a testament to the skills of transcriber Jesse Gress. We also get an intro essay by the godfather of transcription Wolf Marshall as well as performance notes on each track by the transcriber Gress himself which is infinitely helpful for learners like me. To play most of the material here though you’d need a wah pedal and to tune your axe down a half-step to E flat to play along with the cdAnother plus of the book is the binding which doesn’t come apart easily when you press down on the pages to make them stay while you play. The big negative however is the font size which is small and so makes it a little harder to read and play along. It they could have increased the font size, this book would have gotten 5 stars from me.Still this is a useful guitar tab book and it will certainly bring you closer to sounding like Slash than if you didn’t open it at all and give it a try.

This book has basically all of the lead guitar. Some songs like out to get me there is no music for the verse lead. But otherwise a good guitar book

I think that you can’t find a better tab book than this! Fantastic, very good description of every guitar part!

Accurate and perfect size text/tab. Not to small and not so large you have to turn the page every 4 bars.

If you want to learn to play Appetite for Destruction on guitar note for note, this is the book for you.
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